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Our Clients



SCALE
How we scale campaigns & 
spend.

Redbox platform & ASA knowledge 

ALGORITHM
How (we think) the ASA 
algorithm works

$MILLIONS
$1m’s of ASA spend

TAKEAWAYS
Practical takeaways

APPLE SEARCH ADS
100’s of ASA clients, big 
& small in all geo’s

LEARNINGS FROM



Maximising Apple Search Ads

Why conservative bids can lead to 
higher tap costs
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How best to do keyword discovery

How to scale your campaigns

ASO & its impact on ASA



User response is an important signal of ad 
relevance. If customers don’t tap on an ad, 

Apple Search Ads will stop showing it to them.

Why conservative bids can lead to higher tap costs

Problem: Not truly sampling the performance of your app for a keyword and, therefore, 
not telling you or Apple your app’s true relevancy. 



Solution: Prioritise sampling over profitability at the start, it could result in cheaper 
costs in the long run. 

Why conservative bids can lead to higher tap costs

CPT starts @ $0.7 CPT stabilizes 
@ £0.37



How best to do keyword discovery

Problem: wanting to increase downloads/events a campaign is driving without the Cost 
Per Download/Event significantly increasing. 



How best to do keyword discovery

Solution: Find new keywords to bid on. 

Examples of good keyword sources:

Apple Search Ads 
Keyword 

Recommendations

Broad Match and
Search Match

App Store Search 
Suggestions

Competitor Metadata



ASO & its impact on ASA

Problem: Underestimating the impact of ASO on your Apple Search Ads performance. 



P A I D 
S E A R C H (APPLE SEARCH ADS)

O R G A N I C
S E A R C H (ASO)

• Keyword relevancy
• Ad engagement

ASO & its Impact on ASA
ASO can impact ASA costs in two ways: 



ASO & its impact on ASA

Solution: review your ASO strategy, focusing on: 

Your app preview video 
and screenshots

CREATIVES

The keywords used in your 
title, subtitle and key-string , 
description & promo text

METADATA



Screenshots and brand protection

ASO: 5 screenshots. 
ASA text only 
displayed when brand 
is searched
Competitor appearing 
in the third listing

ASO: 6+ screenshots. 
6 screenshots 
displayed. 
Brand protected on 
whole screen



How to Scale

AVOID CONSERVATIVE BIDS

REVIEW LISTING

Let Apple and you truly sample the 
performance of that keyword.

Review your App listing
If TTR is low, review your screenshots. 

If tap cost is high, review your keyword strategy

Refresh your keyword list through our 
recommended keyword discovery 
methods. 

REFRESH KEYWORDS



Quickfire

1. Apple Search Ads & MMPs discrepancies;  would you 
recommend adding demographic targeting to the campaign?

2. If I start a new campaign, does Apple consider my historical 
performance from the old campaign?

3.If the functionality of my app is only available in certain cities, 
would you recommend location targeting?

4. What are your best tips for creative sets?



Top issues Redbox clients encounter;
• Scaling
• High: CPT/CPI/CPA
• Keyword discovery

Solutions
• Automation: Redbox Platform www.redboxplatform.com

Or 
• Talk with us: fraser@redboxmobile.com

Take Away



Thank you
fraser@redboxmobile.com

tilly@redboxmobile.com

mailto:fraser@redboxmobile.com

